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Abstract 

 
In sports video games, especially ball games, motion capture techniques are used to reproduce 
the ball-driven performances. The amount of motion data needed to create different situations 
in which athletes exchange balls is bound to increase exponentially with resolution. This paper 
proposes how avatars in virtual worlds can not only imitate professional athletes in ball games, 
but also create and edit their actions effectively. First, various ball-handling movements are 
recorded using motion sensors. We do not really have to control an actual ball; imitating the 
motions is enough. Next, motion is created by specifying what to pass the ball through, and 
then making motion to handle the ball in front of the motion sensor. The ball's occupant then 
passes the ball to the user-specified target through a motion that imitates the user’s, and the 
process is repeated. The method proposed can be used as a convenient user interface for 
motion based games for players who handle balls. 
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1. Introduction 

There is an increase in demand for hands-on user interactions through virtual reality 
technology, especially in games like VR ping-pong, where the generation of realistic real-time 
character animation in response to the fast movements of the ball is still an important issue. 
The technique of character animations has been developed to utilize various motion control 
techniques and create a more realistic and natural movement, which has traditionally relied on 
a key frame technique. Particularly, the natural behavior of the characters appearing and 
interacting with on-screen objects are critical factors that determine the quality of the media 
contents. In the case of virtual reality contents, there has been an increased interest in the 
necessity to generate adaptive motions for the interactions between characters and virtual 
environments. Motion capture equipment is commonly used for character motion generation 
in virtual reality. The motion capture device can analyze the user's motion in real time and 
instantly reflect it in the virtual world. It is possible to reflect the movement of the user as an 
action of the character in the virtual world as it is, or to recognize the hand motion of the user 
and manipulate the virtual object. Therefore, the motion capture system provides an easy 
solution for controlling the operation of the virtual character by allowing the user to instantly 
generate a real-time animation. This technique involves converting the angle of the body joint 
into the angle and position data on the time axis. This is very natural as it extracts data directly 
from human motions; however, the execution of this technique still requires an expensive 
system, especially to create motions of non-realistic objects. In other words, it has the 
advantage of being able to apply the actual movement of a user to the animation as it is. 
However, it is necessary to have a skilled actor to express a specific movement such as ball 
kicking or a waltzing interaction with another character. 

 
Fig. 1.  System Overview. 

 
In this paper, we propose a simple but interesting virtual avatar motion synthesis method 

that considers physical interaction, so that users can handle the ball naturally, even in the 
virtual world. In the real world, dealing with balls requires a high level of work objectives. 
Therefore, it takes considerable time and effort to become a skilled player, especially while 
manipulating a virtual ball using only a motion capture device;  it would be more difficult than 
manipulating one in the real world. Fig. 2 shows an overview of our system. Blue and red 
boxes mean preprocessing and run-time processing. It involves four main steps. The first step 
generates interaction information by analyzing the user’s motion. The second step searches 
motion sequences from the first step. The motion of a user’s character is synthesized by 
connecting motion sequences in the third step. At this time, the motion sequences that closely 
resemble the user’s motion, as collected by the motion sensor, are selected in real-time. The 
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final step generates (in real time) the movement paths for objects that are synchronized with 
the synthesized motion of the user’s character while obeying the laws of physics. To confirm 
the effect, we use our system to create a scene where the user can act as a well-trained football 
player so they can exchange balls with other virtual characters. 

Creating a sports scene (such as football) where athletes play together requires skilled actors 
and expensive motion capture equipment. To shoot sports scenes according to the desired 
scenarios, it is necessary to capture the motions of the actors for a relatively long period of 
time through trial and error. In this study, it is possible to create such scenes by using one 
user's motions, to generate a desired scene relatively quickly. In addition, one user can capture 
the required motions in a small space, so cost and location problems are avoided as well. As 
the method of this study can be used as a real time interface for controlling a character, it can 
be utilized as a means for intuitively controlling a character's motion in a motion-based game. 

Hyun et al. [1] created scenes in which a number of characters played a basketball game 
using a sketch-based interface. It is possible to control at a high level, but fine control at a low 
level is not easy and only plays according to a predefined scenario. In our study, the level of 
character motion can be controlled by a user through the motion sensor, and it is possible to 
instantly change the scenario of a game while watching the generated game scenes. Lee et al. 
[2] created a data-based character that uses objects to play through the recurrent neural 
network. However, they must manually specify the information about the dribble point of the 
ball and the motion to be used by the character. Our method automatically detects the frame in 
which the character and the ball interact, finds the motion most similar to the user's motion, 
and automatically applies it to the character, so we can intuitively control the character's 
motion. Liu et al. [3] created a physically based character dribbling a basketball using deep 
reinforcement learning and object trajectory optimization. However, when the character 
touches the ball, it appears somewhat awkward because the exact control of the ball is difficult. 
Our method uses the interaction information between the pre-calculated ball and the character, 
so it is possible to create a natural-looking animation. Furthermore, if the quality of motion 
data is high enough, a realistic animation can be created. 

2. Related Work 
Designing the motions of virtual human character that actively responds to the physical 

environment is an established challenge in computer animation. From a research point of view, 
there are various examples of research areas on character motion generation. For instance, if 
motion capture technology is operated at a low cost, things such as the creation of new motion 
from acquired motion data, natural connection and synthesis between motion, physical 
description, and simulation become increasingly difficult. Among these, it can be said that the 
field that controls the character to physically describe and automatically generate a specific 
action, or to keep the movement of the character from the external input. Recently, motion 
synthesis studies are taking place considering the environment or an interaction between the 
virtual characters and objects. 

Our research involves bringing together example-based character animation and 
physics-based rigid-body animation. We generate the movement path of an object from 
motion capture data and synthesize the motion of an avatar to handle several objects. The 
motion of the avatar is generated using the user's input motion from the motion sensor. Jain et al. 
[4] proposed a method for the manual editing of the interaction between the movement of objects and 
character motion. The movement path of the object and character poses can be edited. The movement 
path can be modified by checking the collisions between the object and the character. As the user edits 
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the interaction manually, this method can offer detailed control, but it requires a lot of time and effort. In 
our method, we do not correct the motion of the character at all. Instead, we generate movement paths 
for the objects that are consistent with the motion of the character. 

Choi et al. [5,6] generated various actions of a character controlling the movement of a ball, but 
could not generate and control the motion of the character handling the ball in real time. In addition, the 
motion of the juggling character was created in real time, but it was applied only to a single character 
performing the said motion. In this study, we provide an intuitive method for a user to create and control 
a scene in which a number of characters can simultaneously play a game in real time. 

We extracted the information required to generate the movement path of an object by 
analyzing motion data. Analyzing motion capture data has been used in research to help adapt 
the motion of a character to the music composed. Kim et al. [7] extracted common patterns 
from the motion of a person and generated a character to dance along to the rhythm of the 
music. Shiratori et al. [8] categorized the motions of a person together with the strength of the 
beat to synthesize a dancing motion that matched the input music. We analyze motion capture 
data to generate the movement path of an object. Popovic’ et al. [9,10] proposed a method for 
generating the movement path of a rigid body consistent with the laws of physics. They 
generated natural moving objects by calculating the initial position and velocity of the rigid 
body through optimizing the movement path under several constraints. We generate the 
movement path of an object to be synchronized with the ball controlling motion both spatially 
and temporally by using their method. 

A variety of methods for controlling the motion of a character through a user's input has 
been researched. Kovar et al. [11] and Lee et al. [12] generated a connected motion graph and 
synthesized an animated character that moved in a direction and toward a goal position that 
was specified by the user. Heck et al. [13] enabled a more detailed user control by the effective 
mixing of similar motions. For example, the character can arrive at or punch a goal position 
accurately. Gleicher [14] edited the movement path of a character and had the character move 
along it. Gleicher et al. [15] enabled the character to be controlled easily by generating the 
connection information for common poses. For example, their method could be used for the 
motion of returning to an idle state after executing the kicking and punching commands in a 
fighting game. Thorne et al. [16] and Martin et al. [17] had the movement of a character 
controlled in detail via sketch-based user input. The user could draw various movements and 
moving paths, such as normal walking, sneaking, marching, and jumping, with an electronic 
pen. In [18,19], a character was created that interacted with the user input more rapidly and 
effectively by using reinforcement learning. Levine et al. [20] made a character move and 
reach a goal effectively in a user-specified dynamic environment. We specified the character's 
motion by the user's motion via a motion sensor. 

In the game industry, we can see the fact that started to pay attention not only to rendering 
quality but also to character animation quality. It is a typical example of the movements 
utilized in the Uncharted and Assassin’s Creed series created by Naughty Dog and Ubisoft 
respectively. These companies have moved away from the simple interpolation used for 
motion connection and created more realistic motion of the character using procedural or 
parametric techniques for motion generation. The Hitman series, created by IO Interactive, 
introduced the latest techniques in character animation in an attempt [21] to implement 
realistic crowd simulations. Although it was not applied to the main character because of the 
relatively slow reaction times, it produced very satisfactory results. Recently, Ubisoft used the 
concept of [11] and [22] for making motion matching [23], which creates continuous 
connection of characters smoothly and continuously. In this paper, we have also created a 
virtual player animation using the method of Simon Clavet [23]. 
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Recently, many researches have been made to generate a character movement using 
artificial intelligence. Holden et al. [24] created a data-based character that can be controlled in 
real time using phase-functioned neural networks. Peng et al. [25] used the deep reinforcement 
learning to create a bipedal physics-based character that naturally follows on the terrain. Peng 
et al. [26] used deep reinforcement learning to create physics-based characters that follow 
human skills. Yu et al. [27] created a physics-based character that learns how to move by itself 
through reinforcement learning and energy optimization. Zhang et al. [28] used the 
Mode-Adaptive Neural Networks to generate natural locomotion motions of quadrupedal 
animals. There have also been researches that use artificial intelligence to generate animations 
of interaction between characters and objects. Liu et al. [29] used Deep Q-Learning to climb 
on an object and create a physics-based character that balances and moves on the object. 
Chemin et al. [30] generated physically based characters that juggle using Reinforcement 
Learning. 

3. Sports Scene Generation 
We use motion capture data to create a motion where the character controls the ball. To 

enable one to easily create a character’s motion, we use a motion that mimics the motion of the 
video without actually controlling the ball. We capture the motion generated by three 
movements for foot volleyball: toss the ball to the nearest opponent, pass the ball to an 
opponent far away in a medium-distance passing motion, and strike the ball with an attacking 
motion to make it difficult for the opponent to obtain the ball. Three right-foot and three 
left-foot motions are generated. To cover all the directions, we rotate the motion at intervals of 
45° to create a motion that hits the ball. In other words, the player can hit at −135°, −90°, −45°, 
0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180° with respect to the forward direction so that the character can 
receive and pass the ball in any direction. 

In this study, as the motion of a character is determined using the user’s motion, we analyze 
the captured motion and search for the section (SB) in which a player can hit the virtual ball. 
Fig. 2 shows how to find SB. First, we determine the maximum height frame (FH), which is the 
frame where the hit bone is higher than in the neighboring frames. To determine FH, we check 
the height of the hit bone in every frame of motion. The user specifies the threshold height, and 
we search for all the frames in which the hit bone is higher than this threshold. Fig. 2(a) shows 
all the FH values found in the location graph of the hit bone. The red vertical line denotes FH. 
Next, we determine all the maximum speed frames (FS) that are faster than the neighboring 
frames. To determine FS, we check the speed of the hit bone in every frame of the motion data. 
Note that FS may appear to be very close to one another, particularly when the hit bone returns 
to its original position after hitting the ball. To effectively prevent this issue, only one frame 
with the faster speed is selected from the two neighboring FS. 
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(a) Maximum height frames in height graph of a hit bone 

 

 
(b) Maximum speed frames in speed graph of a hit bone 

 

 
(c) Hit sections which are searched from (a) and (b) 

Fig. 2. Motion analysis with graphs. 1:FH. 2: FS. 3: SB. 4: Height graph of a hit bone. 5: Speed graph of 
a hit bone. 6: Threshold height. 
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Fig. 2(b) shows all the FS found from the velocity graph of the hit bone. The magenta 
vertical line indicates FS. The section from the neighboring FS to the FH is the SB in which a 
player can hit the ball. Fig. 2(c) shows all the SB determined using the position and velocity 
graph of the hit bone. At the bottom of the graph, the thick red horizontal line represents SB. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Character poses in the hit motion sequence. 

 
We classify the motion of a character into two broad categories. One is the motion of hitting 

the ball, and the other is the idle motion. We use the position graph of the hit bone to determine 
the hit motion section (SH), which is the section of motion in which a player hits the ball. Fig. 
3 shows how to determine SH. Top figure shows the result of extracting the section of the hit 
motion from the height graph of the hit bone. Bottom figure shows five representative poses 
that constitute the hit motion. Yellow arrow lines denote the movement vectors of the hit bone. 
The top graph is the position graph of the hit bone, and the thick blue line indicates SH. In the 
graph above, the red box indicates one SH, and the bottom figure shows its enlarged version. In 
the position graph of the hit bone, if we find the frame with the lowest position of the hit bone 
backward and forward with respect to the maximum height frame (FH), it becomes SH. The 
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figure at the bottom shows the main poses of the character appearing in the SH. The first and 
the last poses show the character standing before and after hitting the ball. The second and the 
fourth are the poses of the character in the maximum speed frame (FS). The third is the pose of 
the character in the maximum height frame (FH). The dotted yellow line on the character’s foot 
indicates the movement vector of the hit bone. This is used to determine the motion that will be 
the most similar to the user’s motion input from a motion sensor in the future. All the sections 
except the hit motion section (SH) are used as the link motion sections (SL) for motion 
connection. That is, SL is a section between two neighboring SH. We determine the optimal 
match frames where the pose of the character is the most similar in two different SH and 
connect the motion. 

4. Interactive Motion Synthesis 
In this study, we use the user’s motion to create animations that deal with the balls between 

different characters in real time. We use the link motion section (SL) to create the seamless 
motion of a character. In other words, the motion of the character jumps from one SL to another 
SL to constantly connect the motion sequence. To achieve this, we determine the most natural 
transition section (ST) that connects two different SL (SLi, SLj). We then determine an optimal 
ST by using a method similar to motion matching [23]. If the user specifies the length of ST, the 
ST is automatically determined by comparing the poses between SLi and SLj. In other words, ST 
is the interval in which the pose of the character is the most similar between SLi and SLj. Fig. 3 
shows the poses of the characters aligned in the X-axis direction for the pose comparison and 
the position and speed of the main bones. Fast calculation is possible because the position and 
the velocity of all the bones are calculated in advance. Equation 1 is used for the comparison 
between the two poses. We pre-compute the ST for all the (SLi, SLj) pairs and link the motion 
sequences in real time. Here, Dp represents a difference value between the character pauses in 
each frame. pi and vi denote the position and the velocity of the i-th bone, respectively. 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖

𝑝𝑝 and 
𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖
𝑣𝑣 are the weights for the position and the velocity of the i-th bone, respectively.  

 
𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 = ∑ 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖

𝑝𝑝‖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 − 𝑝𝑝′𝑖𝑖‖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=0 +∑ 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖

𝑣𝑣‖𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣′𝑖𝑖‖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=0                              (1) 

 

 
(a) Aligned character poses.  (b) Positions and velocities of main bones. 

Fig. 4. Aligned pose match information 
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Fig. 4 shows how to connect the motion sequences continuously in ST. Black lines denote 
the character poses in (a). Red and magenta represent the foot bones, violet and blue indicate 
the hand bones, and black denotes a root bone in (b). All the link motion sections (SL) can be 
connected to each other. To determine which SL to jump to, we use the hit motion section (SH). 
When the user carries out a motion that deals with the ball in front of the motion sensor, it 
determines the SH having the motion that is the most similar to the motion of the user. To do 
this, SH is extracted from the user’s motion in real time, and the SH that is the most similar to 
the user’s motion is selected. To find the SH that is the most similar to the user’s motion, we 
use the motion vector, which denotes the movement of the hit bone in the SH. The motion 
vector is the arrow marked with a yellow dotted line at the bottom of Fig. 3. For a fast 
comparison, we pre-computed the motion vector in all SH. The SH having the motion vector 
that is the most similar to the motion vector extracted from the user’s motion is searched in real 
time. Then, we connect the motion to SL that is connected to the corresponding SH for the 
motion connection. Thus, the motion of the character similar to the user motion is generated. 
We use Equation 2 to calculate the difference between the two motion vectors. Here, Dm 
denotes the difference between the user’s motion vector and the motion vector stored in the 
motion database. 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  represents the maximum velocity of the hit bone in the interval of the 
motion clip. Further, mi and ti denote the motion vectors of the i-th motion vector of the hit 
bone and the motion vector, respectively. 𝜔𝜔𝑣𝑣 , 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 , and 𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡  represent the weights for the 
maximum velocity, motion vector, and travel time of the hit bone, respectively. 
 

𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚 = 𝜔𝜔𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 ∑ ‖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 − 𝑚𝑚′𝑖𝑖‖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=0 + 𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡 ∑ |𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 − 𝑡𝑡′𝑖𝑖|𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0                                (2) 
 

 
Fig. 5. Connecting motion sequences. The dotted box denotes ST. TB represents the ball travel time. 
 

To create a ball trajectory that matches the character’s motion, the starting position and the 
arrival position of the ball are required. Table 1 shows the algorithm for accomplishing this. 
 

Table 1. Algorithm for Generating Ball Trajectory 
1. Select three characters (C1, C2, and C3) to pass the ball in a sequential order. 
2. Calculate the movement path of all the balls in the hit ball section (SB1) of the first 
character (C1). 
3. Select the movement path (T1) of the ball closest to the position of the second character 
(C2). 
4. Find the hit position and frame (PH1, FH1) of the first character (C1) from T1. 
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5. Calculate the movement path of all the balls in the hit ball section (SB2) of the second 
character (C2). 
6. Select the movement path (T2) of the ball closest to the position of the third character 
(C3). 
7. Find the hit position and frame (PH2, FH2) of the first character (C2) from T2. 
8. Calculate the trajectory and the movement time of the ball from (PH1, FH1) and (PH2, FH2). 
 

Once the start position and the arrival position of the ball are determined, the movement 
trajectory and the movement time of the ball are generated in real time by using the method 
described in [9]. We can create a moving trajectory of the ball by specifying the physical 
parameters such as elastic modulus, air resistance, and number of bounces. Once the 
movement time of the ball is determined, the motion sequence is connected on the basis of the 
movement time (TB) of the ball, as shown in Fig. 5. 

We define the state of the object as 𝑞𝑞 ≡ (𝑥𝑥, 𝑣𝑣)𝑇𝑇, where x and v are the position and velocity 
of the object. In free flight, the state of the object as a function of time can be presented by an 
ordinary differential equation: 
 

𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡
𝑞𝑞(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞(𝑡𝑡),𝑢𝑢)                                                            (3) 

 
F is derived from Newton's laws and the control vector $u$ contains the parameters for the 

simulation such as the initial position and velocity. If we integrate this equation, we obtain: 
 

𝑞𝑞(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑞𝑞0 + ∫ 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞(𝑡𝑡),𝑢𝑢)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡0

                                                  (4) 
 

Because this equation is only for free flight, we process the collision of the object as 
follows: 
 

𝑞𝑞+ = 𝑞𝑞− + 𝐼𝐼(𝑞𝑞−,𝑢𝑢)                                                        (5) 
 

Here, q- and q+ denote the states before and after the collision, respectively. I denotes the 
collision impulse. We can abstract the function for the object to include the collision as 
follows: 
 

𝑞𝑞(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡,𝑢𝑢)                                                           (6) 
 

To calculate the control vector u, we linearize this equation partially, by adopting a 
differential approach: 
 

𝛿𝛿𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑢𝑢)
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢

𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢                                                      (7) 
 

We solve the equation for $\delta u$ using a conjugate-gradient technique. The differential 
update is only a small step in the computed direction: 
 

𝑢𝑢′ = 𝑢𝑢 + 𝜖𝜖𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢                                                          (8) 
 

When the control vector u' is updated, the rigid-body simulator calculates the new 
movement path for the object. This process is repeated until the movement path converges. Fig. 
6 shows the result of generated ball trajectory. The black curves show the trajectory of all 
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movements of the ball that can be generated in the hit section. The cyan lines show the speeds 
of the hit bone in all frames in the hit section. The cyan dots are the hit positions. The white 
curve shows a selected ball trajectory among them. The red curve is the movement trajectory 
of the ball, which is exactly adjusted to the hit position of the next character. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Ball trajectory generation. 

5. Experimental Results 
Using our method, it is possible to easily generate collaborative animation of athletes 

handling a ball. When a user's motion is inputted through the motion sensor such as Kinect, the 
character motion most similar to the input motion is searched and applied in real time; we can 
input the motion of the desired character in real time without any additional manual work and 
create a desired game scene. That way, we were able to quickly and easily create scenes with 
several characters playing together. 

Using the method proposed, we have created virtual players that control virtual balls. We 
used a computer with a Kinect motion sensor, an Intel Core i7-7700k CPU, 64GB of RAM, 
and an Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU to create motions that involve ball-handling with 
multiple characters effectively. Fig. 7 shows the result animations generated, and we captured 
both the left and right motions by subtracting the ball from 0 to 180 degree by 45 degree from 
the front. We captured the motion in three types of motion: toss the ball for a close distance, 
pass for a medium distance, and attack the opponent with a strong ball. To generate the result 
animation, after designating the path sequence of the ball, the number of times of the bounce, 
the user's motion is input through the motion sensor, and the motion of the character is 
specified by the user’s motion. The air resistance was 0.2, the coefficient of elasticity was 0.7, 
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the gravity was 9.8 m/s, and the number of bounces per pass was one. Fig. 8 is an animation 
where six characters are places instead of a team of three. 
 

 
Fig. 7. User’s input motion and virtual player’s motion 

 

 
Fig. 8. Ball-controlling animation. 

5. Discussion 
The method of this paper does not actually control the ball. Instead, it only uses the imitation 
motion, so the reality may be somewhat reduced. However, with low-cost motion sensors, you 
can quickly and easily create animations for players who are skilled in the virtual world. Our 
method assumes that fictitious players make and receive balls without a mistake. Therefore, it 
is difficult for the player to control the sudden action of losing the ball by striking the opponent. 
The model does not consider how far one can actually hit the ball. If the distance among the 
characters is too far or narrow, the motion of the character will appear unnatural. If the 
character looks at the ball in the idle state or turns toward the side with the ball, the drawing is 
more realistic. In the motion that we use, the toss and pass have similar motions, which 
sometimes makes it difficult to distinguish. Thus, we can more precisely distinguish using the 
maximum speed of the hit bone. We described our method with foot volleyball as an example, 
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but we can apply our method to various ball games that control balls such as squash, tennis, 
volleyball, and separktakraw. However, the quality of the motion may deteriorate because it is 
not the motion of the actual player. In fact, if one uses the motion of the real player to control a 
ball, one can create a higher-quality animation. 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 
We introduced a method to generate scenes in which several characters play together using a 
low-cost motion sensor such as Kinect. The method of this study allows users to easily create 
scenes where various characters play through motion analysis although the quality of the 
motion may be somewhat deteriorated. In the future, we will add a system that creates a more 
natural match scene considering the actual travel time of the ball. It will also be interesting to 
use virtual reality and motion capture equipment to play with tools such as tennis racquets, or 
to create scenes where multiple users play together over a network. Now, we are using the 
motion data to create a virtual player's motion, but in time, we will train the character using 
deep learning, and then let them play with each other. It will be a difficult but a very 
meaningful attempt. 
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